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NATURAL TRANSFORMATIONS OF 2-QUASIJETS 
A. D E K R E T , G. VOSMANSKA 
(Received March 3, 1989) 
ABSTRACT. This paper deals with a concrete application of the theory of prolonga­
tion functors. We describe explicitly all natural transformations of quasijets of the 
second order into themselves. 
The notion of quasijets of the second order was introduced by Pradines, [8]. 
In the case of the higher order we refer to [1]. As to the theory of prolongation 
functors we use methods developed by many authors mainly in [5], [6], [7], [8]. 
Let M be a smooth manifold and pM : TM -» M, PTM : TTM = T2M -• TM 
be tangent bundles. A chart (x%) on M induces the charts (x%, x\), (x%\ x\0i aroi,a?ii) 
on TM, T2M, respectively. On T2M there is a canonical involution, see [2], with 
the following coordinate form i2 : (
x%,x\o>xonx\i) *"* (xt>xoi>x\o>x\i)-
Let Tf denote the differential of a map: / : M —• M. Let (J>TM), (TPM) shortly 
denote the vector bundles PTM ' T(TM) -• TM, TPM :T2M -+ TM, respectively. 
Let (PTM)O, (TPM)O be the sets of zero-vectors on (PTM)I (TPM), respectively, and 
let VoTM be the set of vertical vectors on TM along the set of zero-vectors on M. 
There exist three canonical embedding £*,• : TM —• TTM, t = 1,2,3: 





E2(TM) = (TPM)0 , E2(x\x\) = (x»,0,ari,0) 
E3(TM) = VQTM, E3(x
%\x\) = (x%}0,0,x[) 
Let M, N be smooth manifolds. A quasijet of the second order with source 
x G M and target y 6 N is map 9 : (T2M)X - • (T2N)y which is linear with 
respect to both vector bundle structures (PTM) and (TPM). 
Denote by QJ2(MyN)y the set of all 2-quasijets with source x and target y. 
Let QJ2(M, N) indicate the set of all quasijets from M into N. 
Let (x1), (yP) be charts on Af,_V, respectively. In the induced charts on T2M 
and T2N a quasijet from M to N has the following form: 
J/io = *?*io> J/oi = cf*on ^11 = *?j*io4i + < « t i -
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It induces the chart (*Vy^6?,cf ,d?,e?) on QJ2{M,N). 
Let us recall that the manifold Jl{M% N) of all 1-jets from M into N can be 
identified with the set U L{TXM,T«N) of all linear maps from TXM into 
TyN, for all x G M, y G N. 
The embeddings £",-, t = 1,2,3, determine three different submersions 1T( : 
QJ2(M,N) -> Jl{M,N), i = 1,2,3, as follows: 
7TiZ(ti) = P T N ( ^ l H ) , 7ri2: = (x,,tr/
>,6f) 
7r22(u) = TPN(z£2(ti)), *2* = (*'.•><£) 
*3z{u) = p2{zEz{u)), *s* = ( * ^ , < * D 
where p2 VTN —• TN denotes the projection on the second factor of the identi-
fication VTN = TN xN TN, z e QJl{M, N), ti G TXM. 
Lemma 1. Let h G J^{M,N)y. Then there exists unique h\,h2 G QJx{M,N)y 
such that 
Wl{hi) = ft, fti ! (/>TM)r ~ * 0 C (PTAt)y, 
ir2(fc2) = fc, A2:(rP M) f^oc(rP M)y . 
Proo/. Let A = (x 1 ,^ , / i f ) . Consider h\ = (£S^,^ ,c? , ( f? ,e?) . By the condition 
ni{h\) = A, 6f = ft?. The coordinate form of the condition Ai(pxAf)r = 0 is the 
following one 
cf 4 i = 0, e^xio-cii + <?*ii = ° f o r a n y 4i> *io>*ii-
It holds cf = 0, df = 0, e?. = 0. Analogously, ft2 = (*\ JA*,0, ft?,0,0). D 
Corollary. There are two embeddings K\,K2 : J(M, N) —> QJ
2{M, N); K\{h) = 
fti, K2(ft) = h2. 
This immediately gives 
Proposition 1. Let u G QJ2{M%N)% c i ,c 2 ,c 3 G # . Then by the rules 
u *-> Ki{cxici{u) + c2n2{u) + c37r3(tt)), t = 1,2 
are determined two families of maps from QJ2{M% N) into QJ
2{My N) of the 
following coordinate forms 
*l (c i* l ( t l ) + C27T2{u) + C3*3(ti)) = {X\ / , Cifr? + C2C% + C3<*?, 0, 0, 0) 
*2(ci*i(ti) + c2*2(ti) 4vc37T3(ti)) = (**, / . 0, citf + c2c^ + c3<*?, 0,0). 
The canonical involution i2 from T2 into T2 induces the involution I2 : u •-> t2tit2 
onQJ-( tV,JV),- / , («
< , |^,»f ,cf1df,e^)--(«<, |^,cf ,*f ,df,^) . 
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Let u E QJ2(M, N)y. Denote by tii,ti2 the. linear maps (PTM)X *-* (pTN)y, 
(TpM)x *"-* (TpN)y> respectively, which are determined by u. Every t € R states 
the only two elements (/, U G QJ2(M, N) such that iriU = TTIU, UI = tui 
and 7T2U = T2W, l?2 = tti2. In coordinates, U = (^1^,4$ ,tcf,<d£,te?-) [7 = 
(x^yp,*tf,cf,*d?,*e?-). So < determines two mappings T\ : ti —• [/, T2 : w —• £/ 
indicated by the corresponding greek letters. For example if i ,c € .A then 
72(r1(«)) = Or' , / , cJf.lcf.ddf.defj). 
We get 
Proposition 2. In general, two real numbers t, c determined two transformations 
u »-• 7 2 f i ( u ) 
t i^72ri(I2(u)) 
from QJ2(M, N) into QJ2(M, N). 
We are interested in finding all so called natural transformations on QJ2(M, N). 
We will state that the only natural transformations on QJ2(My N) are the ones 
described in Proposition 1 and 2. 
Let us recall that the manifolds of all holonomic, semiholonomic, non-holonomic 
2-jets from M into N are submanifolds of QJ2(M, N). For instance the equations 
of the submanifold in the holonomic case are of the form: d? = c£ = &?, e? = e?-. 
The composition rule for jets extends on quasijets by the composition of maps. 
Let H2M, H2N be the principal fibre bundle of all frames of the second order 
on M, N, respectively. Let Gm, G
2 be the structure groups of H2M, i/2N , respec-
tively. For example, H2M is the space of all 2-jets of local diffeomorphisms from 
Rm into M with target 0 € Rm and Gm is the set of all 2-jets jl<p of local diffeo-
morphisms <p : Rm -> Rm , <p(0) = 0. Then H2MxH2N is a principal fibre bundle 
with the structure group G2 x Gm. It can be shown that QJ
2(M, N) —> M x N 
is associated with H2M x H2N with standard fibre QJ^(Rm ,Rn ) 0 . 
Let / : M - H - M , ^ : N — • N b e local diffeomorphisms. Let u £ TTXM, 
h e QJX(M, N)y. Then by the rule 
QJ2(f x ,)(A)(t.) := TTgh- TTf~l(u) 
is defined the map QJ 2 ( / x g) from QJ2(M,N) into QJ2(M,N) which has the 
following coordinate form: 
tfo = tf*j//-io, & =<*; . / /*o i . 
(1) ?n = [9PXcUU}+9PMlf?fi+<f?Mo*ii+ 
+ 9Pd9jfjx\1. 
Analogously as in [3] it can be proved that QJ2 is a prolongation functor from 
category Mm x Mn into category of fibre bundles. Here Mn denotes category of 
all n-dimensional manifolds and their local diffeomorphisms. 
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Now in our case, a natural transformation from QJ2 to QJ2 can be formulated 
as a family of maps A such that if h £ QJ2(M, N) then 
QJ2(f x g)AMxN(h) = A,axnQJ
2(f x g)(h) 
for any local diffeomorphisms / : M —> M, g : N —+ N. 
By the Krupka procedure [7] it can be shown that there is a bijection between 
the set of all natural transformation from QJ2 to QJ2 and the set of all G^ x G\-
etjuivariant maps on QJo(Rm ,R n )o-
Let (fcf.cf.df.ef,) € QJ 0
2 (R"\R») 0 , (frfjk) € G*m, (q
p,q\r) € o
2. The 
equations (1) implies the following rule of an action of the group G^ x Gn on 
Q7 0
a (R m ,R") 0 : 
() *T = 9
Pb)fi, -? = 9pc]fi, <*? = 9pd]fi, 
-<i= 9PAc\f!f] + 9PA,fifj + 9pqd\fii-
A m a p * : QJ$(Rm,Rn)o -> QJ 0
2 (R m ,R") 0 , 6f = #(6 ,c ,d ,e) ,cf = 7f (6,c,d,e), 
<ĵ  = if (6,c,d, e), ef- = »^,(6, c,<f,e), where for example 6 is a shortened denoting 
of 6j, is G2m x G^-equivariant if g<ff(h) = Qg(h) for every h £ QJ 0
2(Rm ,R n)o and 
every g € Gj , x Gn. In the case of the functions P
P, this condition is of the form, 
(use (2)): 
( 3 ) ' g
p/3](b,c,d,e)fi = 
= fiWlfi • fclfj > apAfj - Wtfifj + 9pA>fifl+9pAfij)-
Analogously in the case of 7?, 6?, ,7? . 
In what follows it will be useful a modification of some Kolaf and J any ska 
results on homogeneous functions, [4]. 
Lemma 2. Let f(xt}y
p
) ...,z
s) be a smooth function defined on RN such that 
for every positive real number k a homogenity condition 
(4) *'/(**', • , • • •, -') = /(**«', *V, • • •, * V) 
where a, 6,. r., c are positive real numbersf d € R, are satisfied. Then non-zero func-




8) such that 
(5) am + bn H h eg = d. 
If there is no positive integer solution (m, n , . . . , q) of (5) then only / = 0 
satisfies (4). 
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Using the canonical injective group homomorphism Gm x G„ - • G%%
 x &n a n d 
restricting to the subgroup of homotheties in Gm, (/j = Jfeij, g
p
g = £*, / j * — 0, ^ r = 
0), we get for (3): 
*#(&, c, rf, e) = /?f(*6, Jfcc, Jfcd, Jfc2e). 
By Lemma 2, the functions /?f are linear according to the variables &{\ S> t ar-d 
independent on ef . It holds analogously in the cases of the functions 7?> ''?• We 
have 
6? = M?+*2cJ + *8d? 
(6) cf = Mf + *5C? + M j 
3 = M? + i8c? + Mf. 
By (2) the condition of the Gm x G
2-equivariance gives for the functions T/{\ 
9pMf!f] + « / ? / ] + # 2 $ = filjWlfi^cifi, 
9Wl9PrK«f!f)+9PAlf?f\+9Pd\fh)-
In the case of the subgroup of homothetic maps on Rm or Rn , respectively, (7) 
has the simple form 
krfij (&> c, d} e) = r%.(Ar&, Arc, Ard, Are) 
k2rtj(bicid,e) = rtj(kb)kcikd1k
2e)) 
respectively. Then by Lemma 2 77? is linear according to e?., i.e. ef;. = A?j ej^ and 
does not depend on 6, c,rf. Then (7), with respect to the subgroup Gm x G*, leads 
to finding all Gm x G*-equivariant linear maps on R
n ® Rm* ® Rm*. By [10] such 
a map is of the form 
^ • = a e ? . + ^ , . . 
Let TT\ : G^ x G j - > G ,̂ x G£ be the group homomorphism determined by the 
jet projection. Then (7) on Ker w( gives 
gpr(kiV + krf + M?)(MJ + *5<$ + Jk6dJ)+ 
+efi + <£ + (*r6g + t.c5 + *,*•) /$ = 
= a(ffJrt?c; + e?, + < / * ) + /3(gPrby( + t)t + < / £ ) . 
Comparing these two polynomials we get 
Ar9 = a + /?, a = AnAr5, /? = jfc2A?4, AriAr4 = 0, AriAr6 = 0, 
Ar2Ar5 = 0, Ar2Ar6 = 0, Ar3Ar4 = 0, Ar3Ar5 = 0, Ar3Jfc6 = 0, 
Ar7 = ifc8 = 0. 
or 
ІЛJP (h * A _Л — JP (Lk L~ LA 1,2 
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There are the following four different cases of all solutions of these equations 
(i) * 4 = fc5 = k6 = 0, 
i.e. 6? = Mf + *a<? + Mf, čf = 0, d> = 0, g£ = 0 
(ii) *i = * 2 = t 3 = 0, 
i.e. if = 0, Č? = M ? + ib5cf + M ? , <-? = 0, é£ = 0 
(iii) fc2 = *3 = k4 = fc6 = 0, 
i.e. fc? = Aritf, čf = *5c£, J? = M 5 d £ , c?- = Mseft 
(iiii) Ari = ks = fc5 = Ar6 = 0, 
i.e. fr? = *r2cf, č? = k4y
p
i1 of? = ^2*4^?, ^ = M ^ . 
Comparing (i) - (iiii) and Propositions 1 and 2 we verify the following theorem 
Theorem. There are the only following types of natural transformations of the 
functor QJ2 into itself 
u H-* Ki(kiiri(u) + fc27r2(tx) + Ar37r3(t/)), i = 1,2 
Uh-+72ri(ti) 
u*-»72n(I2(ti)) 
where 72, ri are maps determined by real numbers c,t by the procedure described 
at Proposition 2. 
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